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QUESTION 1

When configuring a status used in a step, it is possible to ask the system to automatically change the status. Under
what two circumstances can this functionality be enabled? 

A. This functionality can be enabled for the interview step once an interview is scheduled. 

B. This functionality can be enabled for the review step once a hiring manager has completed his or her scheduled
review. 

C. This functionality can be enabled for a screening service such as an assessment that can progress the candidate to a
new status based on the results. 

D. This functionality can be enabled in the offer step in the event that a candidate rescinds his or her offer. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference:http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/fusion-apps/trecfp12a-userguide-enus- 1649483.pdf(page 192) 

 

QUESTION 2

What are three data elements driven by SmartOrg during the requisition posting process? 

A. Job Boards 

B. Career Sites 

C. Agencies 

D. Languages 

E. Req Title by Manager 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client has expressed concern that one of the open positions that they have activated prescreening for is delivering
a high volume of ACE candidates. What recommendations should you consider making to your client? 

A. You should suggest that the recruiter unpost the job immediately and add additional prescreening questions to the
prescreening form on the job. 

B. You should suggest that the recruiter unpost the Job immediately and add competencies to the prescreening form on
the job. 

C. You should suggest that the recruiter adjust the ACE Alert Threshold and employ weighting on the most important
assets. 

D. You should suggest that the recruiter adjust the ACE Alert Threshold and increase the number of assets. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client is opening a new location in Texas and they would like to create an area on their career\\'s page with a list of
jobs featuring all postings prefiltered in the Dallas Fort Worth area. What step must you take in order to create the new
URL with this prefiltered list of jobs? 

A. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career Section URL Settings. Add the Keyword Dallas and
Texas to the URL Parameters. 

B. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career Section URL Settings. Associate the location Dallas to
the URL Parameters. 

C. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career Section URL Settings. Enable the radius search within
50 miles of Dallas. 

D. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career Section URL Settings. Set the Urgent Jobs Flag in the
URL Parameters. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client wants to present different Requisition views, one for Manages and one for Recruiters. What configurations
will support this requirement? 

A. Create two different Configuration Profiles, one for Managers and one for Recruiters. 

B. Create two different Requisition Files, one for Recruiters and one for Managers. 

C. Set the field properties to (Mandatory = Yes) in the Selected Element Properties section for this field. 

D. Create two different Requisition Files, one for Managers and one for Recruiters, and associate them with different
Manager and Recruiters Configuration Profiles. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: A requisition file details the specific requirements for a job position. 

Incorrect: 

Not Configuration Profiles: A configuration profile is a set of settings which control how the application behaves for a
specific set of 

users to better fit the user experience. 

It is through the configuration profile that different product behaviors can be achieved such as a streamlined manager
product experience vs. a more robust recruiter product experience. Users may 

have the same set of permissions which grant access to specific features, but how a user is presented 

access to the features is then further controlled by the configuration profile designation. 
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